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the emotions are the real pith of a tragedy, and emotions are
best stirred by words.1 In a murder-scene, for instance, the
real essence of the horror lies not in the blow of the knife, and
the sight of the flowing blood, but in the passions of hatred and
anger and the agony of desperate fear. Such things were never
better depicted than by the great authors of the Attic stage.
They wrote in a tone of high solemnity, befitting the great themes
of which they told. It must never be forgotten that their plays
were enacted at a religious festival. Their themes were drawn
from mythological legends which to them were much what the
Bible is to us. Even to-day, when the plays are revived and
acted before a modern audience, it may be noticed that the
lines are almost invariably spoken with an intonation which we
usually associate with the interior of a church.
So it was for what we should call a distinctly 'high-brow*
entertainment that the Athenian people gathered at the Great
Dionysia; and though it was a cheerful enough occasion, and all
would be in holiday mood, the demands on their attention were
considerable. Proceedings began early and lasted till well past
noon; and this not on one but on three successive days. For
three poets or playwrights had been previously selected for the
competition and on each of the three days one of them would
produce not a single tragedy, but three separate tragedies, more
or less loosely connected in plot. At the end of these was usually
appended a fourth play (called a Satyric drama) in a some-
what lighter vein. Finally, each day's programme closed with a
comedy proper.
Besides writing the plays the poet would take a hand in their
production. The state provided the actors; and the cost of
the training of chorus and providing clothes and so forth was
assigned to some rich citizen. If public-spirited, he would take,
as we have said, a considerable pride in his duties. Embroidered
1 As every one knows, the best ghost-stories are those in which the mystery
is suggested, but never actually described or given bodily form.

